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Iowa Volleyball Region

Junior Scoring Test
Updated: October 24, 2011

Print Name: ____________________________________________

Age: ____________________

Club: __________________________________________________

Number Correct: __________

1.

When entering the player numbers on the Score sheet, the number should be centered:
TRUE
FALSE

2.

Match time, starting time and ending time should be entered on the score sheet using International time
(13:15 for 1:15 pm).
TRUE
FALSE

3. When submitting the line-up for any set other than Set 1, the coach or game captain may verbally notify the scorer
to use the same line-up as the preceding set.
TRUE
FALSE
4. After the scorer receives the line-ups, no player changes may be made unless a regular substitution is used.
TRUE
FALSE
5.

In a deciding set, prior to the teams switching sides, substitutions and time-outs taken by the team on the scorer’s
left are recorded on both the left side and the far right side of the score sheet.
TRUE
FALSE

6.

On a deciding set score sheet, the line-ups are listed on the left and middle columns at the beginning of the set. After
the teams switch sides, the line up on the far right side is recorded by listing the players as they are positioned on the
floor at the time of the switch.
TRUE
FALSE

7.

In a Deciding set, before the teams switch sides, a Libero exchange is made by the team on the left is recorded only
on the left side of the Libero Control Sheet.
TRUE
FALSE
8. In a Deciding set, before the teams switch sides, when a substitution is made by the team on the left the Assistant
scorer records the substitution on both the left side & far right side of the sheet.
TRUE
FALSE
9.

It is the Assistant Scorer’s job to make sure that when the Libero is replaced by the player he/she entered for, and
that the Libero sits out one completed rally before returning to the court.
TRUE
FALSE
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10. Team A’s player #7 serves 3 points and then serves the ball into the net. The total score for Team A is 14.
For the “exit score” for Team A’s player #7 you should enter “3”.
TRUE
FALSE
11. When an illegal Libero replacement is made, the assistant scorer waits until after the contact of the serve and then
notifies the second referee of the fault.
TRUE
FALSE
12. After the second referee whistles indicating a substitution by Team B the scorer
• slashes the number of the exiting player and writes the number of the incoming player;
• records the current score in the “Score at Change” section, with Team B’s score first;
• slashes the next number in the team substitutions running tally;
• puts the pen/pencil down, and signals ready by raising both hands.
TRUE
FALSE
13. When recording the team scores at the time of substitutions, time-outs, sanctions, and remarks, Team A’s score is
always entered first followed by Team B’s score.
TRUE
FALSE
14. The scorer immediately informs the second referee when a substitution request would cause an illegal entry into the
set.
TRUE
FALSE
15. In a team’s Service Rounds section of the score sheet, consecutive exit scores can never be the same, but must
always increase by at least one point.
TRUE
FALSE
16. At the end of a set you should circle the last point slashed for each team in pencil.
TRUE
FALSE
17. At the end of the match the Team Coaches & Captains for junior teams must sign the Score sheet.
TRUE
FALSE
18. The scorer notices that the wrong player is about to serve. When should the referee be notified?
A. When the ball is contacted for service by the server.
B. When the referee blows the whistle for service.
19. When the referee gives an individual a verbal warning:
A. A notation is written in the Remarks section
B. Nothing is recorded.
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20. When a server takes more than eight seconds (five seconds for 14-under) to contact the ball for serve, which of the
following occurs?
A. A loss of rally is awarded and the opponent receives a point and the service.
B. The team is assessed with a delay sanction
21. How do you mark which team is serving first on the score sheet?
A. Fill in the circle with the S in it
B. Leave the circle with the S in blank, but fill in the circle with the R so that the
S is showing.
C. Place an “X” over the circle with the letter S in it
22. What does the scorer do when a play-over is indicated?
A. Record a comment in the Remarks section
B. Take no action as there is nothing to record
23. At the end of the set the scorer should cancel all the unused points for each team by:
A. Using just 1 hour glass to cover all unused points in the Points column
B.
Using 1 hour glass for each column of unused points in the Points column
C.
Draw a straight line through all the unused points in the Points column
D. Nothing
24. The scorer should check the service round box:
A. Only when the correct server contacts the ball.
B.
When a correct server older than 14 tosses the ball and lets it fall without contacting the ball resulting in a
side out.
C.
When the wrong server contacts the ball.
D. When either A or B occurs
25. On the Libero Control Sheet, player #6 is replaced by the first listed Libero # 3. After a few plays the coach replaces
the first Libero with the 2nd Libero #10. Later in the match #6 returns for the 2nd Libero #10. How are these
replacements recorded on the Libero Control sheet
A.

6

L R 6

B.

6

4 10 6

C.

6

L R 6

D.

6

4 10 6

CLUB: _______________________________________________
Print Name: __________________________________________

Number Correct: ____________ X 4 =__________%
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